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We present a method for

omputing stationary distributions for a tivated pro esses

in equilibrium and non-equilibrium systems using Forward Flux Sampling (FFS). In
this method, the stationary distributions are obtained dire tly from the rate

onstant

al ulations for the forward and ba kward rea tions; there is no need to perform
separate

al ulations for the stationary distribution and the rate

onstant. We apply

the method to the non-equilibrium rare event problem proposed by Maier and Stein,
to nu leation in a 2-dimensional Ising system, and to the ipping of a geneti

I.

INTRODUCTION

Rare events are ubiquitous in physi s,
nu leation,

swit h.

hemistry, and biology; examples in lude

hemi al rea tions, and protein folding.

for whi h the average waiting time between events

rystal

Rare events are a tivated pro esses,

an be orders of magnitude longer than

the duration of the event itself. This makes these events intrinsi ally di ult to investigate
experimentally. Computer simulations are therefore a natural tool to use - yet

onventional

numeri al te hniques are impra ti al for rare events, be ause most of the CPU time is wasted
on the uneventful waiting time between events. A number of rare event simulation s hemes
have re ently been developed in the eld of soft- ondensed matter physi s, whi h make it
possible to zoom in on the rare events themselves. Te hniques su h as umbrella sampling
allow the

al ulation of free-energy barriers separating the stable states [1, 2, 3, 4℄, while
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s hemes su h the Bennet-Chandler method [5, 6℄ also allow the
stants. Transition path sampling [7, 8, 9, 10℄ allows both rate

omputation of rate

on-

onstants and transition paths

to be obtained. These te hniques have been used for a wide range of appli ations in luding
ion permeation through membranes, protein folding, and nu leation. However, these s hemes
require prior knowledge of the phase-spa e density. For systems that are in thermodynami
equilibriumwith detailed balan e and mi ros opi

reversibilitythe phase-spa e density

is known: it is given by the Boltzmann distribution. In

ontrast, for systems that are out of

equilibrium, the phase-spa e density is usually not known. This means that most numeri al
te hniques for simulating rare events are limited to equilibrium systems, and thus ex lude
a host of important rare-event problems in non-equilibrium systems, su h as polymer
lapse under ow,

ol-

rystal nu leation under shear, and rare events in biology, su h as protein

translo ation and swit hing events in bio hemi al networks. We have re ently developed a
numeri al te hnique,
to

ompute rate

alled Forward Flux Sampling (FFS)[11, 12, 13℄, that makes it possible

onstants in both equilibrium and non-equilibrium systems with sto hasti

dynami s. In this paper, we show how stationary distributions
from an FFS

an also be obtained dire tly

al ulation, for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium systems.

rium systems the advantage is that from an FFS simulation one
rate

For equilib-

an obtain not only the

onstant, but also information about the free-energy lands ape. For non-equilibrium

systems the

on ept of free energy does not apply, but one

ability distribution as a fun tion of a

an obtain the steady-state prob-

hosen order parameter (or order parameters). To our

knowledge, this is the rst method to be proposed for

omputing stationary distributions

for multi-dimensional non-equilibrium systems that are in steady state.
In soft- ondensed matter physi s, the rate

k

of an a tivated pro ess in an equilibrium

system is often written as the produ t of two fa tors:

k = R(q ∗ )ρ(q ∗ ).
Here,

q

is an order parameter that

onne ts the initial and nal states, assuming that the

system evolves between two states. It is dened su h that for
initial state, while for

q > q∗

β

q < q∗,

it is in the nal state. The quantity

that the system is at the dividing surfa e
surfa e is

(1)

q = q∗

rossed. For equilibrium systems,

is the inverse temperature and

∆G(q)

and

ρ(q ∗ )

the system is in the

ρ(q ∗ )

is the probability

R(q ∗ ) is the rate at whi

is proportional to

h this dividing

exp(−β∆G(q ∗ )),

where

is the (Landau) free energy of the system as a
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fun tion of the order parameter
of the free-energy barrier

∆G(q)

q.

It is natural to lo ate the dividing surfa e

separating the two states. The rate

q∗

at the top

onstant is thus given

by the probability of being at the top of the free-energy barrier, multiplied by a kineti
prefa tor.
The Bennett-Chandler method for
a two-step pro edure [5, 6℄: one rst

omputing rate

onstants for a tivated pro esses uses

omputes the free-energy barrier, using, for example,

the umbrella sampling s heme [1, 2, 3, 4℄, and then the kineti

prefa tor, using a Mole ular

Dynami s simulation in whi h traje tories are red from the top of the free-energy barrier.
However, this method is
the

hoi e of the rea tion

omputationally demanding, and its su
o-ordinate

q.

If

q

is poorly

wrong part of the phase spa e, whi h will not only
but also impede the

omputation of the rate

does not ae t the value of the rate
whi h

k

good

hoi e for

is

onstant

omputed. For high-dimensional

q,

ess depends strongly on

hosen, the system will sample the

on eal the me hanism of the transition,

onstantwhile the

k,

it

hoi e of

q

o-ordinate

an strongly ae t the e ien y with

omplex systems it

an be di ult to make a

sin e this requires a priori insight into the rea tion me hanism.

Transition-path sampling (TPS) has been developed to alleviate these problems [7, 8, 14,
15℄. This s heme generates an ensemble of traje tories between the initial and nal states
using Monte Carlo sampling in traje tory spa e. TPS only requires an order parameter to
distinguish the initial and nal states; this order parameter does not need to be the true
rea tion

o-ordinate.

TPS thus makes it possible to

ompute the rate

onstant without

prior knowledge of the rea tion me hanism. However, this method does require knowledge
of the steady-state phase spa e distribution, whi h is needed for the a
step in the Monte-Carlo s heme, and it does not allow dire t

eptan e/reje tion

omputation of the free-energy

barrier separating the two states. Moroni et al. have developed a related method, transition
interfa e sampling (TIS), whi h relies on the

omputation of

rossing probabilities of a series

of interfa es between the initial and nal states [9, 10, 16, 17℄. A variant of this method,
partial path TIS (PPTIS), assumes loss of time

orrelations in the transition paths over a

distan e of two interfa es. Moroni et al. have re ently shown how the free-energy barrier as
well as the rate

onstant

an be obtained from a single TIS / PPTIS

al ulation [18℄. As

for TPS, both TIS and PPTIS require the system to be in thermodynami

equilibrium. The

milestoning method of Faradjian and Elber also employs a series of interfa es to
rate

ompute

onstants and also assumes that the interfa e- rossing probability does not depend
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upon the full history of the path [19℄. In an alternative approa h, Vanden-Eijnden et al have
developed a set of string methods, whi h
paths and the probability

an be used to

ompute minimum free-energy

urrent of rea tive traje tories for equilibrium systems [20, 21℄.

The algorithms dis ussed aboveTPS, (PP)TIS, milestoning and the string methods 
are limited to systems that are in thermodynami

equilibrium. The Forward Flux Sampling

(FFS) method, and its variants, were developed to

al ulate rate

onstants and transition

paths for rare events in equilibrium and non-equilibrium systems with sto hasti

dynami s

[11, 12, 13℄. Like TIS, PPTIS, and milestoning, FFS uses a series of interfa es to
the rate

ompute

onstant. However (unlike PPTIS and milestoning), FFS does not make the Marko-

vian assumption that the distribution of paths at the interfa es is independent of the path
histories. The order parameter that is used to dene the lo ation of the interfa es need not
be the rea tion

o-ordinate, and the

hoi e of order parameter, in prin iple, does not bias

the dynami s of the transition paths.
We have re ently shown that the rate
systems that are in steady state

onstant for a tivated pro esses in non-equilibrium

an also be written in the form of Eq. 1 [22℄. The quantity

ρ(q) is then the stationary probability distribution fun
paper we show that the stationary distribution
onstants and transition paths,

tion for the order parameter

ρ(q), as well as the forward and ba

an be obtained by performing two FFS

q.

In this

kward rate

al ulationsone

for the transition from the initial to the nal state, and the other for the reverse transition.
The method
ase,

ρ(q)

an be applied to both non-equilibrium and equilibrium systems; in the latter

orresponds to the Boltzmann distribution. The method is

to that used in TIS and PPTIS to
stationary distribution

ρ(q)

on eptually similar

ompute free-energy barriers, in the sense that the

is obtained by mat hing the forward and ba kward traje tories

[9, 10, 16, 17℄.
In the next se tion, we explain the FFS algorithm [11℄ .

In se tions III and IV, we

dis uss the theory and method for obtaining stationary distributions. We then illustrate the
method using symmetri

and asymmetri

double-well potentials (se tion VI), and the two-

dimensional non-equilibrium rare event problem proposed by Maier and Stein (se tion VII).
In se tion VIII, we use the method to

al ulate the free-energy barrier for nu leation in a

two dimensional Ising system. Finally, in se tion IX, we
probability distributions for a bistable model geneti

ompute non-equilibrium stationary

swit h.
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II.

We

onsider rare, spontaneous transitions between two regions of state spa e

The phase spa e

o-ordinates are denoted by

of an order parameter

B

if

FORWARD FLUX SAMPLING

λ(x) > λn .

λ(x)

x and the regions A and B

su h that the system is in state

the system from state

A

to state

that they make it possible to

B

and

B.

are dened in terms

A if λ(x) < λ0 ,

The key prin iple is to use a series of interfa es

A

and it is in state

λ0 , λ1 , . . . , λn−1 , λn ,

to drive

in a rat het-like manner. The idea of the interfa es is

apitalize on all those u tuations that bring the system in

the dire tion of the nal state B.
Supposing that with a

onventional (say MD) simulation, the system exhibits a rare

u tuation that moves it up the barrier, and that it
and the top of the barrier, if we would

rosses an interfa e between state A

ontinue this su

esfull run, then most likely the

system would roll ba k down the hill, i.e. relax ba k towards state A, and one would have to
wait for "another" rare u tuation that moves the system in the dire tion of B. By storing
the

ongurations at the interfa es, we

an thus e iently exploit all those u tuations that

move the system up the barrier.
In this paper, we make use of the original FFS s heme [11℄ presented in more details in
Ref. [12℄.
In FFS, one rst performs a
the system
the

onventional, brute-for e simulation in state

λ0

rosses the interfa e

in the dire tion of in reasing

λ

A.

Ea h time

during this simulation,

o-ordinates of that state point are stored. One also measures the average number per

unit time of these

rossings. At the end of this simulation, one has a measure of the ux

ΦA

of traje tories

rossing

to

rossings of the rst interfa e,

λ0

from

A,

λ0 ,

as well as a

oming from

A.

olle tion of state points
This

starting points for a set of traje tories, ea h of whi h is
rea hes the next interfa e,
generates a new

λ1 ,

λ1

from

λ0 .

that a traje tory whi h rea hes

returning to

A

A

olle tion is then used to provide
ontinued until the system either

(i.e.

rea hes

λ0 ).

One also obtains an estimate of the probability

λ0

from

A

will subsequently rea h

- this is simply the fra tion of traje tories whi h arrive at

this pro edure for all subsequent interfa es, one has for ea h interfa e
probability

This pro edure

olle tion of state points at the next interfa e, whi h are the end points of

those traje tories that arrived at

P (λ1 |λ0 )

or returns to state

orresponding

P (λi+1|λi )

i

λ1 .

λ1

without

By repeating

an estimate of the

that, given that a traje tory has rea hed interfa e

i

oming from

A,
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λi+1

it subsequently rea hes

before returning to

obtained from [18℄

kAB = ΦA

n−1
Y

A.

The rate

onstant

kAB

an then be

P (λi+1|λi ).

(2)

i=0
By tra ing ba k paths that su

essfully arrive at

λn , one

ensemble for the rare event. Analysis of these paths
by whi h the event o

an also sample the transition path

an lead to insight into the me hanism

urs.

III.

STATIONARY DISTRIBUTIONS: THEORY

We are interested in

omputing the stationary distribution

probability of observing the order parameter

q

in the range

ρ(q),

where

q → q + dq ,
q

in a stationary state. We stress the fa t that the order parameter

ρ(q)dq

for a system that is

for the

omputation of

the stationary distribution fun tion need not be the same as the order parameter
hosen for the FFS

al ulation. The stationary distribution

is the

λ

that is

an be expressed as

ρ(q) = hδ(q − q(x))i,
where

x

(3)

is a point in the multi-dimensional phase spa e.

ontributions to the average in Eq. 3 are weighted a

For equilibrium systems, the

ording to the Boltzmann distribution,

while for non-equilibrium systems they are weighted a

ording to the steady-state phase-

spa e density. For both equilibrium and non-equilibrium systems that are in steady state
and ergodi , this ensemble average is equivalent to a time average over a long brute-for e
simulation, in whi h

ρ(q) measures

the frequen y with whi h value

q

of the order parameter

is visited by the traje tory.
The distribution fun tion

ρ(q)

is easy to sample

lose to the stable states

A and B ,

using

onventional, brute-for e simulation. However, this method will lead to poor statisti s in
the barrier region between

A

and

B,

whi h is rarely visited. We use FFS to obtain

in the barrier region, and supplement this with
states to obtain the

ρ(q)

onventional sampling in the two stable

omplete distribution fun tion.

The key idea whi h we use to obtain stationary distributions with FFS is to divide the
visits of an imaginary, very long simulation traje tory to value
into two

ategories, a

q

of the order parameter

ording to whether the traje tory was most re ently in state

A

or
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state

B.

We therefore write

ρ(q)

as the sum of two

ontributions

ρ(q) = ψA (q) + ψB (q),
where

ψA (q)

is the

ome from region

(4)

ρ(q)

ontribution to the probability density

A,

and

ψB (q)

is the

from those traje tories that

B

(see

ontribute to the stationary distribution

ρ(q)

ontribution due to traje tories

oming from

Fig. 1).

4
3

B

A

2
1

λ

λ1

0

λi

Figure 1: A sket h of all the possible traje tories that
(see Eq. 3): Traje tory 1
to B; traje tory 3

λn

omes from A and goes ba k to A; traje tory 2

omes from B and goes ba k to B; traje tory 4

The FFS simulation from

A

to

B

harvests the traje tories

omes from B and goes to A.

orresponding to types

the FFS simulation for the reverse transition generates traje tories of types

{λ0 , λ1 , . . . , λn−1 , λn }

3 and 4.

1

2,

while

The interfa es

A

and

B,

the traje tories will qui kly lose memory of where

ame from - i.e. we expe t ex ursions out of a basin of attra tion to be un orrelated.

This, as we des ribe below, makes it possible to obtain the distribution fun tion
an FFS simulation for the transition from

A

to

B,

energy prole

an be obtained from

The fun tion

ψA (q)

ψB (q)

while

FFS simulation for the reverse transition (see Fig. 1).

an be

pA

ψA (q) from

omputed using an

For equilibrium systems, the free

∆G ∼ −kB T ln [ρ(q)]

on e

ρ(q)

is known.

is given by

ψA (q) = pA ΦA τ+ (q; λ0 ).
Here,

and

used in the FFS simulation are also shown.

In the basins of attra tion
they

omes from A and goes

is the probability that the system is in state

of traje tories leaving state

A

(i.e.

rossing the surfa e

A

(5)

and

λ0

ΦA

is, as in Eq. 2, the ux

oming from

A).

The quantity
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τ+ (q; λ0 ) ≡ hδ(q − q(x))iλ0

is the average time spent at order parameter

that originates from interfa e
paths that start in
return to

A

λ0 .

A and ultimately rea

without rea hing

B

τ+ (q; λ0 )

We note that
h

B,

in ludes

q

by a traje tory

ontributions both from

and from those that start in

A and ultimately

(see Fig. 1).

In FFS, we use a series of interfa es to sample the phase spa e between

A and B

in stages.

At ea h stage, an ensemble of paths is generated by ring o traje tories from points on
an interfa e that have been obtained in the previous stage; ea h of these traje tories is
terminated as soon as it rea hes either the next interfa e or
the average time spent at order parameter
terminated at

τ+ (q; λ0 )

λi+1

or

λ0 )

λ0

(see se tion II). We denote

q , for a trial run that is red from interfa

in the FFS pro edure, by

π+ (q; λi).

e

λi (and

As shown in the appendix,

is then given by:

τ+ (q; λ0 ) = π+ (q; λ0) +

n−1
X

i−1
Y

π+ (q; λi )

The fa tor

Qi−1

j=0 P (λj+1 |λj ) reweights the distribution

sampling at interfa e

i

P (λj+1|λj ).

(6)

j=0

i=1

π(q; λi) to

orre t for the enhan ed

whi h has been a hieved by the FFS pro edure.

This fa tor is a

dire t output from the FFS simulation (see se tion II, Eq. 2, and the appendix). The FFS
al ulation for the forward transition thus yields
To

al ulate

ρ(q),

ψB (q)

we also need to evaluate

al ulation in the reverse dire tion, from

B

to

kAB , ΦA

A.

and

τ+ (q; λ0 ).

in Eq. 4, by

arrying out an FFS

The entire FFS algorithm is

arried out

in reverse: in the initial, brute-for e simulation, we begin with the system in state B and
olle t
rea h
ux

rossings of interfa e

λi−1

ΦB

or return to

λn .

λn

oming from

B.

We re traje tories from

π− (q; λi) for the

ensemble of paths that are red from interfa e

λi

order parameter

and terminated at

λn

from

B

1
X

π− (q; λi)

i=n−1

P (λj−1|λj )

q , sampled over

the

λi−1

or

λn

in the reverse

for all traje tories

P (λj−1|λj ),

(7)

by:

τ− (q; λn ) = π− (q; λn ) +
where

the

onstant

τ− (q; λn )

FFS pro edure. These are related to the distribution fun tion
leaving

whi h either

kBA ,

The result is a value for the reverse rate

and the distribution fun tions

λi

are the

i+1
Y
j=n

onditional probabilities of rea hing interfa e

uated in the reverse FFS pro edure. The distribution

ψB (q)

ψB (q) = pB ΦB τ− (q; λn ).

j−1

from

λj ,

eval-

is then given by:
(8)

9

To obtain

pA

and

pB

in Eqs(5) and (8), we note that in steady state

pA kAB = pB kBA ,
where

kAB

and

kBA

and ba kward FFS

(9)

are the forward and ba kward rate

onstants measured in the forward

al ulations, respe tively. Sin e we are assuming a two state system (i.e.

pA + pB = 1 .

ignoring intermediate states), we also know that

This implies that

kBA /kAB
1 + kBA /kAB

pA =

(10)

and

pB =

1
1 + kBA /kAB

.

Combining all this information and using Eq(4), we
fun tion

ρ(q)

in the region

A

and

B

in the

λ 0 < λ < λn .

basins to determine

IV.

ρ(q)

This

(11)

an obtain the stationary distribution

an be

ombined with brute-for e sampling

over the full range of

we perform one FFS simulation for the transition from

ΦA

and

as well as the rate

B

and one for the reverse

and

kBA ,

we refer to ref. [11℄.

Here, we

al ulate

and

interfa e

λi

π+ (q; λi )

and

P (λj−1|λj )

and

P (λj+1|λj )

λi+1

or

λ0 .

are obtained in pra ti e. We

in Eq. 6 [or alternatively for the reverse transition,

in Eq. 7℄. Considering only the forward FFS pro edure: at ea h

we re a total of

rea hes either

τ− (q; λn )

kAB

ompute the uxes

is obtained similarly, but in reverse, as des ribed above. Our aim is to

π− (q; λi )

τ+ (q; λ0 )

onstants

λ 0 < λ < λn

τ+ (q; λ0);

the quantities

Mi

trial runs, ea h of whi h is terminated when the system

The probability

P (λi+1 |λi )

P (λi+1 |λi ) =
Nis

to

in the region

onsider

briey dis uss how

where

A

ρ(q)

For details on the implementation of the FFS method to

ΦB ,

τ− (q; λn )

values, if required.

STATIONARY DISTRIBUTIONS: METHOD

As dis ussed above, to obtain the stationary distribution

transition.

q

is the number of trials that have su

is then estimated as

Nis
,
Mi

essfully rea hed

(12)

λi+1 .

The fun tion

π+ (q; λi)

is given by

π+ (q; λi) =

Nq
,
∆qMi

(13)
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Nq

where

is the number of times that during this set of trial runs the order parameter of

the system has a value between

q

and

q + ∆q .

where the double sum runs over all the

λi
q

and

hq (x)

steps of all the

Mi

Nq = ∆t

PMi Pnk

s=0

k=0

and zero otherwise; again, note that

The simulation timestep

trial paths starting at interfa e

∆t

nk

varies from one path to the next.

an in fa t be negle ted, sin e is it a

ρ(q) in any ase. For algorithms in
PMi Pnk
Nq = k=0 s=0 ∆tk,s hq (xk,s ), where ∆tk,i

onstant and we plan to

normalise

whi h the time step

by

is the magnitude of time step

To obtain

ψA (q)
ρ(q)

and

hq (xk,s ),

is an indi ator fun tion that is one if during a time step the system is between

q + ∆q ,

and

nk

This is given by

τ+ (q; λ0 )
ψB (q)

we reweight

π+ (q; λi)

an vary,

Nq
s

is given

of path

and sum over all interfa es using Eq. 6.

k.

On e

have been obtained by performing FFS simulations in both dire tions,

an be obtained via Eq. 3. We note that

ψA (q)

and

ψB (q)

should not be individually

normalized, sin e they are not probability distribution fun tions in their own right, but
simply

ontributions to the distribution fun tion

originating in

A

B

and

dierent. Normalizing

ρ(q).

If the average path length for paths

is dierent, then the integral of

ψA (q) and ψB (q) will result in in

from traje tories originating in

A

and in

B.

ψA (q)

and

ψB (q)

orre t relative

q

over

will be

ontributions to

ρ(q)

Nq ,

it is

We also note that, when evaluating

important not to double- ount the start and end points of trial runs - if the initial point of
a trial run is deemed to
point should not

ount towards the

ount as it will be

Nq

histogram for that interfa e, then the nal

ounted as an initial point in the histogram for the next

interfa e.

ρ(q)

The above pro edure generates
distribution

ρ(q),

we sample using

distribution for the order parameter
for

λ < λ0 + ∆λ (A

easy way to t these
for

log ρ(q)

region) and

in the region

λ 0 < λ < λn .

To obtain the full

onventional, brute-for e simulation the steady-state

q in the A and B regions.

λ > λn − ∆λ (B

This will result in distributions

region), where

∆λ

is a small overlap. An

urves together is to take their logarithms: the three overlapping parts

an then be tted together by a least squares tting pro edure (sin e a

onstant

may be added to ea h without ae ting the distribution). The resulting full prole
obtained by exponentiating
be normalised.

log ρ(q),

and the stationary probability distribution

ρ(q)

is

an nally
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V.

STATIONARY DISTRIBUTIONS OF MULTIPLE ORDER PARAMETERS

It is important to point out that the pro edure des ribed in se tion IV may be adapted
to allow the

omputation of stationary distribution fun tions of several order parameters

(free energy lands apes in the equilibrium
stationary distribution (for

λ 0 < λ < λn )

ase). In the

ase where we wish to nd the

as a fun tion of two order parameters

q

and

r,

Eq. 4 is repla ed by

ρ(q, r) = ψA (q, r) + ψB (q, r),

(14)

ψA (q, r) = pA ΦA τ+ (q, r; λ0)

(15)

where

ψB (q, r) = pB ΦB τ− (q, r; λn )
and

τ+ (q, r; λ0) = π+ (q, r; λ0) +

n−1
X

π+ (q, r; λi)

1
X

π− (q, r; λi)

i=n−1
To evaluate the fun tions

Nqr

in the

o-ordinates

q

π+ (q, r; λi)

and

and

q

and

q + ∆q

trial runs red from

and a value of

VI.

r

i+1
Y

P (λj−1|λj ).

we use a two-dimensional histogram

r:
∆tNqr
∆q∆rMi

and the equivalent for the reverse FFS pro edure.

Mi

(16)

j=n

π− (q, r; λi),

π+ (q, r; λi) =

during the set of

P (λj+1|λj )

j=0

i=1

τ− (q, r; λn) = π− (q, r; λn ) +

i−1
Y

between

r

λi

Here,

(17)

Nqr

is the number of timesteps

for whi h the system has a value of

and

q

between

r + ∆r .

TESTING ON A ONE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEM

As an initial test, we have applied the method to a single parti le moving with Brownian
dynami s in a one-dimensional double-well potential

V (x) = −bx2 + cx4 ,

(18)
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with

b=2

units of

t0 .

and

c = 1.

Distan e is measured here in units of

x0 ,

while time is measured in

The stationary distribution fun tion, as a fun tion of the x- o-ordinate, is the

Boltzmann distribution:

ρ(x) ∼ e−V (x)/kB T .
The system is symmetri , so that that

p(A) = p(B).

v(t) =
where

f

D

is the instantaneous for e,

(19)

The parti le moves a

D
f (t) + ξ(t),
kB T

is the diusion

following values:

D = 0.01x20 /t0 , kB T = 0.1

simulations with

n = 8

and

N1 = 10000

(20)

onstant and

from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and varian e

interfa es,

ording to:

ξ

is

hosen at random

hξ 2 i = 2Ddt

dt = 0.05t0 .

[23℄. We use the

We have

points at interfa e

λ0 ,

arried out FFS

and parameters as

shown in Table I.

i

λi M (λi )

i

λi M (λi )

0

-0.8 100000

4

-0.1 25000

1

-0.7 250000

5

0.1

12000

2

-0.5

17000

6

0.3

10000

3

-0.3

70000

7

0.5

10000

Table I: Interfa es and the number of trials at ea h interfa e for the FFS sampling of the symmetri
one dimensional double-well potential.

We obtained a forward rate

onstant

kAB = 3.87 ± 0.05 × 10−6 t−1
0

(repeating twi e to

obtain error bar). Be ause of the symmetry of the problem, it was not ne essary to
separate FFS

al ulations for the forward and ba kward transitions in this

ward probability distribution

ase - the ba k-

an be obtained from the forward one by a simple

inversion. The stationary distribution obtained from the FFS

al ulation is

arry out

o-ordinate

ompared to the

expe ted Boltzmann distribution in Fig. 2.
We have also

onsidered the asymmetri

ase, in whi h a term linear in

x

is in luded in

Eq. 18:

V (x) = ax + −bx2 + cx4 ,
with

a = 0.25, b = 2, c = 1, D = 0.01x20 /t0 , kB T = 0.1

p(A) 6= p(B) and it is ne

essary to

(21)
and

dt = 0.05t0 .

In this

arry out FFS sampling in both dire tions. We

ase,

arry out
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100

P(x)

1

0.01

0.0001

0

-0.5

0.5

x

Figure 2: Stationary distribution (solid line) obtained using the pro edure des ribed above,
pared to the normalized Boltzmann distribution ( ir les) for a symmetri

ψA (x)

The dotted and dashed lines show

FFS simulations, again with
used

λ = x,

and

n = 8 interfa

ψB (x)

es and

and for the ba kward transition,

om-

double well potential.

respe tively.

N1 = 10000.

λ = −x.

For the forward transition, we

For both the forward and ba kward

transitions, the parameters for the FFS runs were as shown in Table II.

i

λi M (λi )

i

λi M (λi )

0

-0.8 100000

4

-0.1 50000

1

-0.7 560000

5

0.1

20000

2

-0.5 430000

6

0.3

12000

3

-0.3 170000

7

0.5

10000

Table II: Interfa es and the number of trials at ea h interfa e for the FFS sampling of the asymmetri
one dimensional double-well potential.

The forward and ba kward rate

10−7 t−1
0

and

kBA = 3.96 ± 0.03 × 10−5t−1
0 ,

ΦA = 0.1526 ± 0.0007t−1
0
and

onstants were

τ− (x; λn ),

and

al ulated to be

and the uxes a ross the

ΦB = 0.3648 ± 0.0001t−1
0 ,

while Fig. 3b shows

ρ(x),

kAB = 3.03 ± 0.06 ×
A

boundary were

respe tively. Fig. 3a shows

τ+ (x; λ0 )

al ulated from Eq. 3 and normalized. Ex ellent

agreement is obtained with the expe ted Boltzmann distribution.
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10000

τ (x)

100

1

0.01
-0.5

0

0.5

0

0.5

x

(a)

100

ρ(x)

1

0.01

0.0001

-0.5

x

(b)

Figure 3:

(a) Computed stationary distribution

y = −0.19

(dashed line) and

distribution (indi ated by

ρ(x, y)

as a fun tion of

y

y = 0.01

ρ(x, y) as a fun

(dot-dashed line),

tion of

ompared to the expe ted Boltzmann

ir les) for the Maier-Stein system with
for

x = −0.312

(solid line),

x for y = −0.39 (solid line),

x = −0.152

ǫ = 0.1

and

α = µ = 1.

(dashed line) and

(b)

x = 0.008

(dot-dashed line).

VII.

TESTING ON THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL MAIER-STEIN SYSTEM

We now move on demonstrate the

al ulation of two-dimensional stationary distribu-

tions using a rare event problem in two dimensions that may be in or out of equilibrium overdamped Brownian motion in the for e eld proposed by Maier and Stein [24, 25, 26℄:

ẋ = fx (x, t) + ξx (t)
ẏ = fy (x, t) + ξy (t),

(22)
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where

x = (x, y).

The for e eld

f = (fx , fy )

(whi h is time-independent) is given by:

fx = x − x3 − αxy 2

(23)

fy = −µy(1 + x2 )
and the sto hasti
varian e

ǫ,

for e

ξ = (ξx , ξy )

results from

δ -fun

tion- orrelated white noise with

su h that

hξi (t)i = 0 ; hξi(t)ξj (0)i = ǫ δij , δt,
where

i = x, y .

(0, 0).

When

This system is bistable, with stable points at

α = µ,

the for e eld

fun tion and the system
eld

f

(24)

(±1, 0)

and a saddle point at

an be expressed as the gradient of a potential energy

α 6= µ, the for

an be onsidered to be at equilibrium, while when

e

annot be expressed as the gradient of a potential and the system is thus intrinsi ally

non-equilibrium.

pro edure des ribed in se tion V to

λ0 = −0.8

and

λ = x,

Taking

al ulate the stationary distribution for

as a fun tion of the two order parameters
interfa es,

ǫ = 0.1.

In these simulations, we use

λ7 = 0.8,

x

and

y.

For the FFS

N1 = 100000

and

initial

we follow the

−0.8 < x < 0.8

al ulations, we use 8

ongurations at

λ0 .

The

parameters used are listed in Table III.

i

λi

M (λi )

0

-0.

1000000

i λi M (λi )
4

0.0 200000

1

-0.6 500000

5

0.2 120000

2

-0.4 300000

6

0.4 100000

3

-0.2 250000

7

0.6 100000

Table III: Interfa es and the number of trials per interfa e for the Maier-Stein system.

We initially onsider an equilibrium ase, with
in the potential eld
distribution
fun tion of

ρ(x, y),

y

for

φ(x, y) =

y 2 (1+x2 )
2

as a fun tion of

−

x

x2
2

for

x = −0.312, x = −0.152

+

x4
4

α = µ = 1.

In this

. Figures 4(a) and (b) show the stationary

y = −0.39, y = −0.19

and

ase, the parti le moves

x = 0.008.

and

y = 0.01,

In both panels, the results are in

ex ellent agreement with the expe ted Boltzmann distribution (shown by
We next dis uss the non-equilibrium

0.1.

ase (α

6= µ),

taking

ir les).

α = 6.67, µ = 2.0

Fig. 5 shows equivalent results to Fig. 4, but this time the FFS results are

to stationary distributions

and as a

omputed from long brute-for e simulations.

and

ǫ =

ompared

The brute-for e
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ρ (x,y)

1

0.1

0.01
(a)

0

-0.5

0.5

x

ρ (x,y)

1

0.01

0.0001
-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

(b)

Figure 4:

Asymmetri

double well potential (a):

(dashed line) (b): Final result for

ρ(x)

0

y

0.2

0.4

τ+ (x; λ0 )/∆t

0.6

0.8

(dotted line) and

obtained from Eq. 3 (solid line)

τ− (x; λn )/∆t

ompared to the expe ted

Boltzmann distribution ( ir les).

simulation results are normalised over all spa e; the FFS results are multiplied by a

onstant

s aling fa tor to bring them into agreement sin e they are a priori normalised over the region

−0.8 < x < 0.8

VIII.

only. Very good agreement is observed.

HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION IN A TWO DIMENSIONAL ISING
MODEL

We now address a rare event problem in a more
in a two-dimensional Ising model. For now, we

omplex system: homogeneous nu leation
onne ourselves to an equilibrium system

without any external shear; non-equilibrium nu leation in an Ising model with an external

17

10

ρ (x,y)

1

0.1

0.01

0.001

-1

(a)

0

1

x

ρ (x,y)

0.1

0.01

0.001

0

-0.5

ρ(x, y)

Figure 5:
fun tion of
(b):

ρ(x, y)

x

for

for the Maier-Stein system with

y = −0.39

as a fun tion of

(solid line),

y

for

0.5

y

(b)

α = 6.67, µ = 2

y = −0.19

x = −0.312

and

(dashed line) and

(solid line),

x = −0.152

ǫ = 0.1.

y = 0.01

of an

ρ(x, y)

x = 0.008

ir les.

onsidered in future work [27℄. The two-dimensional Ising model

L×L square latti

as a

(dot-dashed line).

(dashed line) and

(dot-dashed line). The results of long brute for e simulations are indi ated by

shering eld will be

(a):

e of spins with nearest neighbour intera tions and periodi

onsists

boundary

onditions. Its Hamiltonian [28℄

X
′

H = −J

σi σj − h

ij
where J is the
magneti

oupling

X

σi ,

(25)

i

onstant between neighboring spins (σi

= ±1)

and

h

the external

eld. The prime indi ates a sum over rst nearest neighbour intera tions only. We

simulate a system with

N = 45 × 45 = 2025 spins,

positive oupling onstant

βJ = 0.65, above the

a positive magneti

riti al oupling

Jc .

eld

βh = 0.05 and a

The thermodynami ally
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stable state is therefore a ferromagneti

one with net positive magnetization, meaning that

the system tends to have the majority of its spins in the up state.
with an overall negative magnetization (i.e.

However, the state

spins predominantly in the down state) is

metastable and the system will remain in that state for a signi ant time if initialised with
predominantly down spins. We aim to

ompute the free-energy barrier, as well as the rate

onstant, for transitions from the metastable down state to the thermodynami ally stable
up state.
a

We begin our simulations in the down state and

luster of up spins, under

onsider the formation of

onditions of moderate supersaturation (these

onditions are

identi al to those used by Sear [29℄). All of our simulations are performed using a Metropolis
Monte Carlo algorithm, in whi h we attempt to ip ea h spin on e, on average, during ea h
Monte Carlo
A

y le.

ording to Classi al Nu leation Theory [30℄, the free energy

nu leus of edge length

L

ost of forming a square

is given by the sum of a line energy and a surfa e energy:

∆G = 4γL − 2hL2 ,
where
and

γ

is the interfa ial free energy,

−2hL2

is the energy

h

(26)

is the driving for e for nu leation (magneti

eld),

L2 .

Using

ost of ipping the whole square nu leus with area

Eq. 26, the nu leation free energy barrier height is given by

∆G∗ =

2γ 2
.
h

(27)

Plugging in numbers, if we take the interfa ial free energy to be
barrier height as predi ted by
We have

lassi al nu leation theory is

transition using a global order parameter,

β∆G∗ ∼ 22.

the probability of observing

S

For our umbrella sampling
potential in

over the range

S,

ases, we

q ≡ S,

system. The free-energy barrier is then dened as

to

[29, 31℄, the

omputed the nu leation free energy barrier using two simulation te hniques:

umbrella sampling [1, 2, 3, 4℄ and FFS. In both

moni

βγ = 0.74

hara terize the extent of the

the total number of up spins in the

β∆G(S) ≡ − ln[ρ(S)/N],

where

ρ(S)

is

up spins in the stationary state.
al ulations, we use a series of windows, dened by a har-

to bias the sampling of phase spa e [1, 2, 3, 4℄. We use 25 windows

0 ≤ S ≤ 300,

with an overlap of 11 between neighbouring windows. We

sample ea h window for 500000 MC

y les, and t the resulting histograms together using

a least-squares tting pro edure to obtain the free-energy prole in the range

0 ≤ S ≤ 300.
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We do not attempt to
top of the barrier is

al ulate the barrier for values of

S

greater than 300, sin e on e the

rossed, the system is expe ted to evolve rapidly and we

annot reply

S

is large, the

on the assumption of lo al thermodynami

equilibrium. Moreoever, when

growing nu leus is likely to intera t with its periodi

images in neighbouring

ells, making

the results highly system-size dependent.
The interfa es

S.

To

λi

for the FFS

al ulations are also dened in terms of the order parameter

al ulate the free-energy barrier using FFS, we need to be able to sample the reverse

transition, from the thermodynami ally stable up state to the metastable down state.
In general, this is very di ult for a nu leation problem, sin e the thermodynami

state is

mu h more stable than the metastable state and there is a very high free-energy barrier for
the system to return to the down state, making the reverse transition di ult to sample,
even with FFS. We have over ome this problem in this

ase by

onstru ting a ree ting wall

beyond the top of the nu leation barrier. This wall is in orporated via a
system dynami s: ea h trial move that leads to

S > SB′

onstraint on the

is simply reje ted. Sin e we are

only interested in the free-energy prole in the region between

A and

we may perturb the free-energy lands ape outside this region as we

the top of the barrier,

hoose. This fa t, whi h

is also exploited in umbrella sampling, depends on the system being in equilibrium - for a
driven system, we would not be able to use this approa h. The ree ting wall, lo ated at

S = SB′ = 1050,

B

repla es the

state by an arti ial stable state

B

′

(see Fig. 6).

A
B’

B

Figure 6:

A s hemati

view of the free energy lands ape. A is the metastable down state, B is

the "real" thermodynami ally stable state, and B
introdu ing a ree ting wall at

S = SB ′ = 1050.

′

is the "arti ial" stable state,

onstru ted by
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The free-energy barrier for the

B ′ → A transition is mu

transition, but the shape of the free-energy barrier on the
use of the ree ting wall greatly fa ilitates the FFS
is possible to

arry out the reverse FFS

h lower than that for the

A

B→A

side remains un hanged. The

al ulation for the reverse transitionit

al ulations without the wall, but this is rather

laborious as it requires a large number of interfa es. We have veried that the lo ation of
the ree ting wall is indeed well beyond the top of the free-energy barrier, whi h is estimated

200 < S < 280.

to be at

A

State
the

A

in the

is dened by the rst interfa e

state. State

B′

B′

is dened by

state. For our FFS

λ0 = 30

λn = 1000

al ulations, we

- i.e. when

- i.e. when
onsider

0 < S < 30

the system is in

1000 < S < 1050

N1 = 50

the system is

ongurations at the rst

interfa e. The interfa es are lo ated, both for the forward and ba kward sampling, at the
values of

S

given in table (IV), where we also list the number of trials performed at ea h

interfa e.

i

λi

Mi

i

0

30 1000

1

50 1000 10 280 1000 19 550 1000

2

70 1000 11 300 1000 20 600 1000

3

100 1000 12 330 1000 21 650 1000

4

130 1000 13 350 1000 22 700 1000

5

150 1000 14 380 1000 23 750 1000

6

180 1000 15 400 1000 24 800 1000

7

200 1000 16 430 1000 25 850 1000

8

230 1000 17 450 1000 26 950 1000

9

λi

Mi

i

λi

Mi

250 1000 18 500 1000

Table IV: Interfa es and the number of trials per interfa e for the FFS sampling for the two dimensional Ising nu leation problem.

The FFS
ux

ΦA

through

onstant
value of

al ulation for the forward transition from

λ0

from

A

is

ΦA = 1.5 × 10−5

kAB′ = 2.8 ± 0.3 × 10−13

3.3 × 10−13

to

B

′

is straightforward.

The

−1
−1
MC step
spin
and the forward rate

−1
−1
MC step
spin : this is in good agreement with the

−1
−1
MC step
spin

omputed forward rate

A

omputed for the same system by Sear et al.[29℄. The

onstant does not depend on the ree ting wall position

SB ′ .

This
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al ulation also results in the fun tion

τ+ (S; λ0 ),

as des ribed in se tion IV. In the reverse

dire tion, we use the same interfa es and sample from
′

ΦB = 1.4 × 10−6

We obtain the ux

kB′ A = 2.0 ± 0.2 × 10−19

MC step

−1

λn

as des ribed in se tion IV.

−1
−1
MC step
spin . In this pro edure, we also

as des ribed in se tion IV. Combining the rate

we obtain

pA = 7 × 10−7

ρ(S) for 30 < S < 1000.
A

λ0

−1
spin
and the ba kward rate

τ− (S; λn ),

sampling in state

to

and

pB′ = 0.999.

onstant

ompute the fun tion

onstants as in Eqs.(10) and (11),

By means of Eqs.(4) and (5) we nally obtain

Fitting this together with the distribution obtained by

onventional

(as des ribed in se tion IV), we obtain the free-energy barrier.

30
25

β∆G

20
15
10

UMBRELLA
FFS

5
0
0

Figure 7:

100

Free energy barrier for

βJ = 0.65

S
and

200

βh = 0.05

300

al ulated using FFS (dashed line;

grey) and umbrella sampling ( ontinuous line; bla k). Error bars are shown for both

Figure 7 shows the results for the nu leation barrier,

300,

omputed as

− ln [ρ(S)].

β∆G(S),

The free-energy minimum at

al ulations.

in the range

S ≈ 20

0 < S <

indi ates that for this

supersaturation, the system has a small number of up spins even in the down state. The
free-energy barriers, as obtained by umbrella sampling and FFS, are

∆GFFS = 23kB T , respe

tively. These

are on the order of

kB T .

CNT predi tion of

22kB T .

The

∆Gumbr = 24.5kB T

and

oin ide within the error bars, whi h for both s hemes

omputed barrier heights also agree remarkably well with the

IX.

GENETIC SWITCH

Our nal test system is a biologi ally inspired non-equilibrium rare event problem: a
model bistable geneti

swit h.

This is a set of

hemi al rea tions, representing protein-
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Figure 8: S hemati

representation of our model swit h,

trans ribed genes are under the
ator). Ea h protein

orresponding to Eq. 28. Two divergently-

ontrol of a shared regulatory binding site on the DNA (the oper-

an bind, in homodimer form, to the operator and blo k the produ tion of the

other spe ies.

protein and protein-DNA intera tions, as well as protein produ tion and degradation, in
a biologi al

ell. The set of rea tions shows two stable states, between whi h the system

ips when simulated with sto hasti
bistable geneti

dynami s. This is a parti ular

ase of the ex lusive

swit h studied by Warren et al. [22℄. The system does not obey detailed

balan e, and is therefore out of equilibrium. The set of hemi al rea tions whi h we simulate
is given in s heme (28).

Reaction

Rate

Reaction

Rate

A + A ⇋ A2

kf , kb

B + B ⇋ B2

kf , kb

(28a)

O + A2 ⇋ OA2

kon , koff

O + B2 ⇋ OB2

kon , koff

(28b)

O→O+A

kprod

O→O+B

kprod

(28 )

OA2 → OA2 + A

kprod

OB2 → OB2 + B

kprod

(28d)

A→∅

µ

B→∅

µ

(28e)

Our model swit h is shown s hemati ally in Fig. 8.
It

onsists of two genes, whi h en ode proteins A and B. Proteins A and B

homodimers

A2

and

B2 ,

as in Eq.(28a). The produ tion rates for A and B depend on the

state of the DNA sequen e O, whi h is a regulatory site to whi h either
When O is free (not bound by either dimer), both genes
produ e either protein A or B with the same produ tion rate

A2

an form

A2

or

B2

an bind.

an randomly be a tivated and

kprod , as in Eq.(28

). When an

dimer is bound to O (Eq.(28b)), the produ tion of B is blo ked. Conversely, when a

B2
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dimer is bound to O (Eq.(28b)), the produ tion of A is blo ked. Both proteins
the monomer form (a

an de ay in

ounting for a tive degradation pro esses and dilution in a growing

ell), as in Eq.(28e). We assume that trans ription, translation and protein folding
modeled as a single Poisson pro ess, representing protein produ tion.

an be

Clearly, when one

spe ies is abundant over the other one, many dimers of the majority spe ies will be

reated,

and the probability of nding one of them bound to O will be high. This ee t will in turn
lower the produ tion rate of the minority spe ies, leading to a stabilization of the state. If a
rare u tuation, however, is able to build up a substantial number of the minority spe ies,
these will in turn dimerize and bind to O, leading to a sto hasti
A mean eld analysis

arried out in [22℄

ip of the the swit h.

onrms this intuitive fa t analyti ally:

for

suitable hoi es of the rea tion rates, the system exhibits three xed points: two symmetri al
stable states, one ri h in A and another ri h in B, separated by one unstable state where
the total number of A equals the total number of B. The system

an then be

onsidered as

a true bistable swit h.
We have

hosen parameters su h that the system is bistable and symmetri . Using the

produ tion rate
system, we use:

−1
kprod

kf = 5kprod V , kb = 5kprod

for dimerization is
disso iation

as a time unit, and indi ating by

V

(so that the equilibrium disso iation

KDd = kd /kf = 1/V ), kon = 5kprod, koff = kprod

onstant for operator binding is

simpli ity, we will assume

V = 1.

the intrinsi
mole ules

n

onstant

(so that the equilibrium

KDb = koff /kon = 1/(5V )), µ = 0.3k .

For

The system is simulated with an event-driven Kineti

Monte Carlo algorithm [32℄ whi h propagates the system a
Equation, thus a

the dimensionless volume of the

ording to the Chemi al Master

ounting for the sto hasti ity arising from mole ular dis reteness and from

randomness of rea tion events.
( opy numbers) of ea h

The simulation variables are the numbers of

hemi al spe ies. Briey, in this algorithm, one sele ts

at ea h simulation step a waiting time until the next rea tion, and an identity for the next
rea tion, from the
by the

orre t probability distributions. One then advan es the simulation time

hosen waiting time, exe utes the

hosen rea tion, and updates the

opy numbers of

the spe ies involved in the rea tion.
A natural order parameter for the system is the dieren e between the total numbers
of A and B proteins:

q = λ = nA + 2nA2 + 2nOA2 − (nB + 2nB2 + 2nOB2 ).

is symmetri , we know that

ΦA = ΦB , kAB = kBA ,

and therefore

Sin e the system

pA = pB = 0.5.

As

this system is out of equilibrium, we do not sample a free-energy prole, but rather the
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non-equilibrium stationary probability distribution
To measure the swit hing rate and
setting

λ0 = −27, λn = 27,

and using

ρ(λ),

ρ(q) = ρ(λ).

we run an FFS simulation with 12 interfa es,

N1 =10000 points at the rst

interfa e. The interfa es

are positioned as shown in Table V.

i λi

Mi

i λi

Mi

0

-27

50000

6

-8 250000

1

-25

50000

7

-5 500000

2

-22

50000

8

-2 500000

3

-18

50000

9

0 250000

4

-14 100000 10 10

50000

5

-12 100000 11 20

50000

Table V: Interfa es and the number of trials per interfa e for the FFS simulations for the model
geneti

swit h.

We repeat the FFS sampling 10 times to obtain error bars. The result is

−1
(8.66 ± 0.07) · 10−6 kprod
.

ψA (q)
from

From the FFS

al ulations, we also obtain the fun tion

as des ribed in se tion VII, and sin e the system is symmetri , we

ψA (λ)

by a simple inversion transformation. Combining

−27 < q < 27,

kAB = kBA =

ψA (λ)

and

ψA (λ) =

an obtain

ψB (λ),

we arrive

at

ρ(λ) = ρ(q)

a

ount for the dierent normalisation to the brute for e results). The distribution is

for

bimodal and shows symmetri

whi h is plotted in Fig. 9 (a s aling fa tor is applied to

peaks whose positions

the mean eld equations ([22℄).

ψB (λ)

learly

orrespond to the stable solutions of

As expe ted, a minimum in

ρ(λ)

is observed for

λ = 0

(unstable solution of the mean eld equations).
This system has a swit hing rate whi h is not ex eedingly low, and we are also able to
ompute

ρ(q)

using a brute for e simulation of length

−1
2 · 109 kprod
.

The resulting stationary

probability distribution is also shown in Fig. 9. Ex ellent agreement is obtained between
the results of the FFS and brute for e

al ulations. Be ause the system spends little time

in the region between the two basins, this part of

ρ(λ)

is hard to

al ulate a

urately with

the brute for e run. The inset in Fig. 9 magnies this region, showing the smooth prole
produ ed by the FFS sampling.

25

0.025

10

BF
FFS

ρ(λ)

0.02

10

0.015

-3

-4

-10

0

10

0.01
0.005
0

-60

-30

0

λ

30

60

Figure 9: Probability distribution as a fun tion of the order parameter

λ.

The results are obtained

both via long, steady state simulations ( ontinuous line) and Forward Flux Sampling ( ir les). The
region around

|λ| = 0

an be a

urately sampled only with FFS: the inset shows, on a logarithmi

s ale, a mu h smoother prole of the region

lose to the unstable steady state when FFS is used over

Brute For e (BF). A s aling fa tor has been applied to the FFS results sin e they were originally
normalised over

−27 < λ < 27

while the BF results are normalised over

X.

The key

A

and go to

Fig. 1). These
in state

A

DISCUSSION

on ept used here to obtain the stationary distribution in the unstable region

between two stable states
in

−∞ < λ < ∞.

B

A and B is to add the

or return to

ontributions

A,

ontributions from the traje tories that start

and those that start in

B

and go to

A

an be obtained by performing one FFS

and another starting in state

B.

or return to

B

(see

al ulation starting

For many rare event problems this is entirely

possible - however, for systems where one state is very mu h more stable than the other,
sampling the reverse transition (B

→ A)

may be

omputationally di ult, even with FFS.

We have en ountered this problem in the Ising nu leation example dis ussed here in se tion
VIII. For equilibrium systems, this problem
state, as demonstrated here for the

an be over ome by imposing an arti al stable

ase of nu leation. However, this tri k is not appli able

for non-equilibrium systems. In general, in equilibrium systems the ux between any two
state points is zero in steady state, while for non-equilibrium systems this need not be the
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ase. In these non-equilibrium systems, the stationary distribution depends upon the full
history of the traje tories. This, in general, prohibits the introdu tion of arti al boundaries.
In parti ular, while for equilibrium systems detailed balan e and mi ros opi
di tate that the forward and ba kward transition paths have to o

reversibility

upy the same region in

state spa e, for systems that are out of equilibrium the ba kward and forward traje tories
do not have to

oin ide; indeed, in these systems

y les in state spa e

re ently demonstrated that the swit hing pathways of geneti
s enario [11℄.
then it is

swit hes

If the forward and ba kward transition paths form a

on eivable that the arti al stable state short

an o

uts the

ur. We have

an follow su h a

y le in state spa e,
y le and generates

a wrong ensemble of points from whi h traje tories are initiated in the reverse dire tion.
It may be possible to devise alternative te hniques for sampling the reverse transition in
non-equilibrium systems, and this will be the subje t of future work.
For the

omputation of free-energy barriers in equilibrium systems a wide range of nu-

meri al te hniques is available [33℄. The advantage of the s heme proposed here is that the
free-energy
rate
the

an be dire tly obtained from an FFS simulation, obtaining simultaneously the

onstant, transition paths and free energy lands ape. This is important be ause both
al ulation of rate

onstants and the evaluation of free-energy barriers are

ally demanding, espe ially for large and

omputation-

omplex systems.

It has long been appre iated that free-energy barriers are

riti al quantities for under-

standing rare events in equilibrium systems, su h as nu leation and protein folding. However,
the barriers, or minima in the stationary probabilities, that separate steady states in nonequilibrium systems are equally important, be ause the rate of swit hing from one steady
state to the next is proportional to the probability of being at the top of the barrier [22℄.
Some su h barriers have re ently been determined experimentally, in luding bimodal distributions of protein

on entrations for geneti

swit hes like the one dis ussed in the previous

se tion [34, 35℄. To our knowledge, this te hnique is the rst to be proposed for e ient
omputation of stationary distributions for rare events in multi-dimensional non-equilibrium
systems. This should prove useful for enhan ing our understanding of a range of important
non-equilibrium rare event pro esses, as well as improving the e ien y of
free energy lands apes in equilibrium systems.

omputation of
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Appendix

In this appendix, we justify Eq. 6. Let us rst imagine a very long brute for e simulation
traje tory whi h meanders around the basin of attra tion of

B.

towards

We

and either rea hing

λ0 . . . λn .
λ1

or returning to

A.

We denote the distribution fun tion (averaged

ν0 (q).

Likewise, the distribution

fun tion (averaged over many ex ursions) for points visited after

λ2

or

λ0

essive

Consider the portion of an ex ursion between its leaving

over many ex ursions) for points visited during this portion

rea hing either

asional ex ursions

an divide ea h of these ex ursion into portions separated by su

rossings of interfa es

A

A, making o

is denoted

ν1 (q),

and we

λ1

rossing

and before

an also obtain distribution fun tions

νi (q)

0 ≤ i < n. It is important to note that the νi (q) are not normalised. In
R
dqνi (q) ontains information on the probability of an ex ursion rea hing
integral

for all interfa es
fa t, the

λi .

Sin e our entire ensemble of ex ursions

entire distribution fun tion

τ+ (q; λ0 )

an be divided up in this way, we

as the sum of

traje tories:

τ+ (q; λ0) =

n−1
X

an write the

ontributions from all the portions of

νi (q)

(29)

i=0
Now let us

onsider the FFS pro edure. Let us imagine we have generated a

of points at interfa e
ea h one until either

λi .

λ0

We re

or

λi+1

Mi

trial runs from this

olle tion of points and

is rea hed. We plot a histogram

π+ (q; λi )

of

q

olle tion
ontinue

values for the

points in this ensemble of trial runs. We have proved before [12℄ that the distribution of
these trial paths is identi al to the distribution of
from

A

orresponding portions of the ex ursions

in a brute-for e simulation, ex ept that it is reweighted by a fa tor that depends on
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the probability of rea hing

λi

from

A

- so that:

π+ (q; λi) =

νi (q)
P (λi|λ0 )

(30)

We have also proved before [12℄ that

P (λi|λ0 ) =

i−1
Y

P (λj+1|λj )

(31)

j=0
for

i>0

(for

i = 0, P (λ0|λ0 ) = 1).

Combining (30) and (31), we arrive at

νi (q)
j=0 P (λj+1 |λj )

π+ (q; λi ) = Qi−1
for

i>0

and

π+ (q; λ0 ) = ν0 (q).

at

τ+ (q; λ0 ) =

n−1
X

Rearranging Eq. 32 and summing over interfa es, we arrive

νi (q) = π+ (q; λ0 ) +

i=0
whi h

(32)

n−1
X

π+ (q; λi)

i=1

i−1
Y

P (λj+1|λj )

(33)

j=0

orresponds to Eq. 6.
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